
 

 

 

Subject to change.  Vintages may vary. 

Wine by the Glass 

Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut, NV, Stellenbosch    R55 

Graham Beck Brut Rose, NV, Robertson    R60 

 

Waterford, Rose-Mary, 2015, Stellenbosch    R40 

 

Neil Ellis, Groenekloof, Sauvignon Blanc, 2015, Darling    R45 

Bartinney, Sauvignon Blanc, 2015, Stellenbosch    R50 

Warwick, First Lady, Unwooded Chardonnay, 2015, Stellenbosch    R40 

Jordan, Barrel Fermented, Chardonnay, 2015, Stellenbosch    R55 

AA Badenhorst, Secateurs, Chenin Blanc, 2015, Swartland    R35 

Reyneke, Organic, Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, 2015, Stellenbosch    R35 

 

Sterhuis, Merlot, 2013, Stellenbosch    R55 

Warwick, First Lady, Cabernet Sauvignon, 2014, Stellenbosch    R40 

Neil Ellis, Groenekloof, Shiraz, 2013, Darling    R55 

Beaumont, Pinotage, 2013, Botrivier    R60 

Thelema, Sutherland, Pinot Noir, 2013, Elgin    R55 

Newton Johnson, "Full Stop Rock", 2013, Hemel-en-Aarde    R55 

 

Méthode Cap Classique 

Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut, NV, Stellenbosch    R220 

Elegant and refreshing with hints of green apple, apricot and cherries.  Flavours of baked bread with fresh 

acidity on the palate. 

Graham Beck, Brut Rose, NV, Robertson    R240 

Flirtatious and fun yet elegant and refined.  Yeasty undertones with subtle flavours of red berry enlivened by 

bright acidity. 
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Silverthorn, The Green Man, 2013, Robertson    R325 

Fresh aromas of acacia blossom, green apple and freshly baked brioche.  Balanced with an elegant structure 

and a fine mousse which imparts a gentle explosion of bubbles on the palate. 

Klein Optenhorst, Pinot Noir Brut, 2013, Wellington, Elgin    R295 

Attractive salmon pink in colour.  Strawberry fruit, light yeasty aromas and a hint of spice on the nose. 

 

Champagne 

Veuve Cliquot, Brut, NV, France    R1100 

Beautiful structure, elegance and sophistication.  Initial notes of fruit are followed by brioche and vanilla. 

 

Rose & Blanc De Noir 

Signal Gun, 2015, Durbanville    R130 

Aromas of strawberries and cream, red fruit and marshmallow characteristics with floral notes and a crisp and 

dry finish on the palate. 

Waterford, Rose-Mary, 2015, Stellenbosch    R160 

Fresh raspberry and apricot fruit on the nose.  Well integrated natural acid leads to an elegantly tangy 

mouthfeel with a characteristic dry finish. 

 

Sauvignon Blanc 

Neil Ellis, Groenekloof, 2015, Darling    R180 

Predominant flavours of tropical fruit with herbaceous overtones, whilst the overall impression is of elegance 

and delicacy with a long flavoursome finish 

Dalla Cia, 2015, Stellenbosch    R180 

This Sauvignon Blanc presents a gentle bouquet of sweet gooseberry and ripe fig with hints of minerality 

Driehoek, 2014, Cederberg    R190 

Lemongrass and passion fruit aromas with a hint of gooseberry.  A creamy yet crisp finish on the palate. 

Ataraxia, 2015, Hemel-en-Aarde    R195 

Tropical and citrus fruit aromas.  Stylish and individual with alluring minerality. 
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Bartinney, 2015, Stellenbosch    R200 

Granadilla, green fig and grapefruit aromas.  The palate is layered with ripe tropical fruit and underlining 

minerality, typical of the Banghoek Valley. 

Jordan, The Outlier, 2014, Stellenbosch    R210 

Ripe fig, gooseberry and tropical fruit flavours complemented by gentle smoky vanilla nuances of oak. 

 

Chenin Blanc 

AA Badenhorst, Secateurs, 2015, Swartland    R140 

The aromas are flinty with honey, orange blossom and white stone fruit notes. 

Cederberg, 2015, Cederberg    R155 

Layers of grapefruit, melon and fleshy white pear.  Mouth coating creaminess with lively crisp acidity. 

Raats, Original, 2014, Stellenbosch    R170 

Distinctive yellow apple and pineapple core, alongside notes of green melon and limes.  Finishes with zesty 

citrus flavours, and has a long mineral finish. 

Beaumont, Hope Marguerite, 2014, Botrivier    R325 

Complex tangerine and tarte tatin flavours with a long satisfying finish.  Creamy yet focused, leesy and 

sensitively oaked. 

 

Chardonnay 

Warwick, First Lady, 2015, Stellenbosch    R160 

Intense nose of fresh pineapple, lemon, citrus and floral notes.  The mid-palate is broad and appealing 

supported by a lingering acidity. 

Bouchard Finlayson, Sans Barrique 2015, Hemel-en-Aarde    R215 

Flinty and dry with strong hints of kiwi and green apple.  Mineral-rich with excellent purity of fruits and long 

natural acid balance. 

Le Riche, 2015, Stellenbosch    R220 

Crisp lemony freshness, balanced by lively acidity and firm structure on the palate. 

Jordan, Barrel Fermented, 2015, Stellenbosch    R220 

Bold and graceful with fragrances of lemon biscuit and overripe oranges. 
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Waterford, 2014, Stellenbosch    R285 

Aromatics of citrus blossoms and lime cordial with soft roasted almond undertones from subtle oak usage. 

Kershaw, 2013, Elgin    R545 

Elegant, mineral style with white fruit character of fresh green apples and juicy ripe peaches. 

 

White Blends 

Reyneke, Organic, Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, 2015, Stellenbosch    R140 

Gooseberry and lemon peel fruitiness on the nose leading to fresh lily flower fragrance.  The palate is fresh with 

delicate yet zesty acidity and taught linear structure. 

Thelema, Sutherland, Viognier, Roussanne, 2013, Elgin    R185 

Aromas of sun ripened apricots, peaches and a hint of spring blossoms.  Summer fruit flavour and good acidity 

are complimented excellent texture. 

Keermont, Terrasse, Chenin Blanc, Chardonnay, Viognier, Sauvignon, 2014, Stellenbosch    R225 

Citrus blossom, hazelnut and butterscotch on the nose with layers of ripe citrus and stone fruit flavours that 

evolve into a lingering dry earthy finish. 

Trizanne Signature Wines, Semillon, Sauvignon Blanc, 2014, Elim    R265 

Well integrated with notes of black currant and peach, complimented by elegant mineral structure. 

De Morgenzon Maestro, Chenin, Chardonnay, Roussanne, Viognier, 2014, Stellenbosch    R295 

Orange and yellow stone fruits, with a hint of spice, citrus and blossoms.  Full-bodied, textured and nuanced 

with a lingering after taste. 

Mullineux, Chenin, Clairette Blanc, Viognier, 2014, Swartland    R325 

Nose of ripe, green citrus fruit and Christmas spices.  The palate is fresh and richly textured, with notes of ripe 

pears, almonds and peaches. 
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Other Interesting White Varietals 

Jordan, Real McCoy, Riesling, 2015, Stellenbosch    R185 

Perfect balance between sugar and acidity that refreshes the palate.  Intense flavours of lime through to white 

peach and apple. 

Tamboerskloof, Viognier, 2015, Stellenbosch    R195 

Candy apple, rose petal, delicate Jasmine and a slight vanilla blossom aroma, supported by fresh apple and 

white peach on the palate. 

Craven, Clairette Blanche, 2015, Stellenbosch    R210 

An excellent representation of this rare varietal.  Light and lean with subtle flavours of pear and apple. 

Ghost Corner, Semillon, 2014, Elim    R295 

Aromas of green fig, white fruit and nettles characteristic of the cool climate of Elim.  Distinct mineral 

characteristic with a slight earthiness on the nose.  Oak brings smokiness to creamy palate with crisp acidity. 

 

Pinot Noir 

Thelema, Sutherland, 2013, Elgin    R220 

The wine shows pure strawberry fruit aromas and perfumed forest floor characters with hints of smoky spice.  

Bright berry fruit and spice on the palate with a long, refined finish. 

Catherine Marshall, Sandstone Soils, 2014, Elgin    R285 

Mouth filling red berry core and a fine, elegant fruit structure supported by well integrated oak tannins. 

Newton Johnson, Walker bay, 2013, Hemel-en-Aarde    R300 

Aromas of cherry, raspberry and spice.  Succulent with a juicy finish and playful tannins. 

Crystallum, Peter Max, 2014, Hemel-en-Aarde    R355 

Elegant and perfumed.  The nose is floral and fragrant, with strawberry tea and sweet spice dominant. 
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Merlot 

Sterhuis, 2013, Stellenbosch    R220 

Flavours with fresh plums, mulberries, spicy fruitcake, chocolate and coffee on the nose.  Integrated oak 

flavours and a velvety soft tannin finish. 

Thelema, 2012, Stellenbosch    R245 

Juicy red fruit and concentrated flavours with balanced tannin structure.  Hints of dark chocolate on the finish 

complete this wonderfully balanced wine. 

Eagles Nest, 2011, Constantia    R275 

The aromas reflect  an array of gorgeous red berry fruit, complemented by nuances of savoury spice and 

crushed pepper.  Complex and focused with bright acidity and balanced tannins. 

Rust en Vrede, 2014, Stellenbosch    R425 

Aromas of potpourri and dried flowers with notes of cedar and subtle oak.  Palate is well balanced and juicy 

with savoury notes. 

 

Cabernet Sauvignon 

Warwick, First Lady, 2014, Stellenbosch    R160 

The bouquet reveals lots of red berries, blackcurrants, and pleasant herbal characters.  The smooth, ripe, round 

tannins make this wine easy to drink while still retaining good structure 

Springfield, Whole Berry, 2013, Robertson    R235 

Full of beautiful juicy dark berry fruit with velvety soft tannins and classical varietal characteristics. 

Stark Conde, 2013, Stellenbosch    R275 

Bright red fruits with excellent acidity and good balance between power and elegance. 

Le Riche, 2013, Stellenbosch    R385 

Spicy oak and ripe cherry flavours are balanced by soft, elegant tannins with a firm structure and a lingering, 

succulent aftertaste. 
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Shiraz 

Neil Ellis, Groenekloof, 2013, Darling    R220 

Pure blackberry fruit with underlying white pepper, liquorice aromas and hints of violets.  Elegant but 

concentrated palate with underlying cedar spice and a finely balanced tannin structure 

Tamboerskloof, 2012, Stellenbosch    R255 

The nose is rich with red berries, black pepper and cloves.  A balanced palate confirms the nose with 

prominent flavours of strawberry, red cherry as well as cocoa. 

Starke Conde, 2013, Stellenbosch    R275 

Aromas of berry fruit, pepper and subtle dark chocolate.  Fruity and well balanced with beautiful varietal 

characteristics like spice and mocha. 

Keermont, 2013, Stellenbosch    R325 

Aromas of red spices, herbs and lavender.  The palate offers flavours of red fruit, anise and a mineral saltiness 

with a succulent dry finish. 

Luddite, 2011, Botrivier    R545 

Plums, mulberries and hints of dark chocolate on the nose.  The palate has a rich mouthfeel with balanced firm 

tannins, spice and toasty wood. 

 

Pinotage 

Beaumont, 2013, Botrivier    R240 

Cool climate style Pinotage with fresh red berry fruit, medium bodied with well integrated tannins. 

Vriesenhof, 2011, Stellenbosch    R310 

Heady aromas of black cherries and chocolate, hints of spice.  The palate shows beautiful sour cherries and 

rasberries with a slight savoury note. 

 

Red Blends 

AA Badenhorst, Secateurs, 2013, Swartland    R160 

Aromas are perfumed, peppery, spicy, smoky and exhibit ripe red fruit notes.  Palate texture is subtle and 

smooth on entry with enough grip to end dry and refreshing. 
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Newton Johnson, "Full Stop Rock", 2013, Hemel-en-Aarde    R220 

Succulent plum blossom with slight cloves and anise on the nose.  Lots of texture on the palate with red and 

dark berry fruit, finishing with a subtle mocha bean dryness. 

Blackwater, Noir, 2012, Western Cape    R295 

Aromas of bitter cherries and earthiness of undergrowth.  Classically dry with restrained tannins and fresh 

acidity. 

Luddite, Saboteur, 2014, Botrivier    R345 

Liquorice, cinnamon, plum and violets on the nose with dark fruit and spice on the palate.  Rich with opulent 

fruit and balanced tannins. 

Miles Mossop, Max, 2011, Stellenbosch    R425 

Aromas of ripe red and black berries punctuated by smoked meats and crème de cassis.  The palate is full, rich 

and complex, balanced by the sweet fruit and dry tannins. 

De Toren Z, 2013, Stellenbosch    R515 

Aromas of dark and red cherries with subtle vanilla, fresh herbs and clove spice.  Ripe berry fruit on the palate 

with a dense rich finish. 

De Toren, Fusion V, 2013, Stellenbosch    R695 

Ripe berry fruit with hints of dark chocolate, leather and cedar on the nose.  The palate is elegant, balanced and 

complex. 

 

Other Interesting Red Varietals 

Beaumont, Mouvedre, 2012, Botrivier    R335 

Delicious black berry fruit with spice from small percentage of Shiraz.  Complex with nice length. 

Raats, Dolomite, Cabernet Franc, 2014, Stelllenbosch    R215 

Dark berries, spiciness and herbs linger on the palate.  The wine has great purity of fruit with a hint of wet-stone 

minerality and a velvet soft finish. 

Thirst, Gamay Noir, 2015, Wellington    R210 

This rare Gamay Noir is lean and light but by no means simple.  The palate displays supple tannins that 

provide texture, expressive red fruits, herbaceous tomato-leaf and a fantastic length. 


